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1. Introduction
Many

public sector activities

occur at specific locations

in urban arcx,

and many of them arc lixcd in particular locations for long periods of time.
nodes (such as train stations,
Examples ;tbouncl: major transportation
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airports.

or harbor

facilities).

government administrative

city

parks.

buildings

schools,

are frequently

decades at a time or even longer. Clearly,

museums.

hospitals.

and

kept in lixed locations for

it is often of value to firms

or

individuals to be located in close proximity
to such facilities because it is
necessary or desirable to take advantage of the services that they provide.
Indeed. the most casual observation suggests that the location of public
facilities

can have a substantial

impact on private sector locational

choices.

This raises issues that are of importance both for positive economics and for
policy evaluation.
From the viewpoint of the positive economics of urban spatial structure.
one would like to know exactly how the location of public facilities interacts
with the locational choices of households
and firms.
It is natural to
conjecture that the presence of a public facility would serve as an apglomcration

point for private economic activity.

leading to the clustering

of firms

and households
around the facility.
Rut locational problems inherently
involve strategic intcrdependcncc, making them notoriously
difficult
to
analyze. WC know from prior rcscarch, such as that of Fujita and Thisse
(19S6), that the spatial
isolation exhibits ccrtnin

equilibrium
of the private sector considcrcd in
tcndcncics for dispersion: in particular, when one

takes into account the strategic interactions
llotclling-type

spatial

competition.

of neighboring

they may not find

firms

cngagcd in

it advantageous to

agglomcratc. Would the prcscncc of a public facility of sonic kind change the
nature of the spatial interaction of firms suflicicntly
to draw them togcthcr
into a closer spatial rclatic)nship?
The 4x1
of public facility location
important from the norniativc vicwpoinl.
and somctimcs

on private sector hchavior is also
somctimcs in ways that arc obvious

in ways that arc more subtlc. The location of a public facility

is itself ;I policy decision. and one which is often of intcnsc intcrcst to at Last
sonic partics - Iandowncrs. dcvclopcrs. persons intcrcstcd in public invcstmcnt as an instrument for dealing with urban blight, etc. As is always true in
the economic evaluation of public policy, it is ncccssary to understand the
cffcct of the policy on privalc sector behavior if one is to develop a
comprshcnsivc

accounting

of its

social

bcncfits

and costs.

In

the present

instance it is apparent that a proper analysis of the implications of public
facility location rcquircs consideration of the effect of this decision on the
spatial structure in an urban arca. Moreover, bccausc the presence of public
facilities may influence the nature of the spatial structure in an urban area,
they may also influence the evaluation of other politics whose impact is
likely to bc scnsitivo to this structure. In particular, a full evaluation of a
transportation
improvement project (e.g. road improvements, introduction or
expansion of public transportation)
rcquircs that the cffcct of the project on
urban structure be taken into account.
Despite the obvious potential importance

of public

facility

location

for

J.-F.

urban

spatial
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because of the analytical

complexity involved - have attracted surprisingly
little attention in the
literature.’ The objective of the present paper is to present a model which
permits

us to address the above issues. We begin with

a framework

rather

similar to that found in Fujita and Thisse (1986). In this model. as in
Hotelling (1929). two firms (e.g. supermarkets selling private goods on a large
scale) must locate in an urban area in which there is a continuum of
consumers. But. unlike Hotelling.
the Fujita-Thisse
model allows the
locations of households to be endogenously determined: households choose
locations

by purchasing

land in a competitive

market,

conditional

on the

locations of firms. The model that we analyze in this paper preserves these
basic features of the Fujita-Thisse
model. but it adds one more element: the
presence of a public facility to which households wish to have access. We
imagine that firms make their locational decisions taking the location of the
public facility as given. Thus, we think of the public facility location decision
as being more or less permanent in nature; the facility

provides

a sort

spatial reference point for subsequent private locational decisions.
Our model allows for two qualitatively rather different possibilities

of

with

raspcct to public facility location. One possibility is that the public facility is
located somcwhcrc in a larpc ‘fcaturcless plain’, such that land of homogcncous quality is available. at ;I constant cost, at considcrablc distance from
the facility. This means that natural topographical boundaries play no role in
the analysis. The second possibility is that the facility is located near the edge
of the land available for urban USC WC have in mind

hcrc primarily

the

possibility that the urban arca is on the coast or short of some body of
wafer.
This is of course a situation of considcrablc practical importance
While such natural fcaturcs arc gcncrally irrclcvant in standard monocontric
city models, they arc important

in our model bccausc, in conjunction

with

‘In some scn\c. ths litcralurc of IOGII puhhu finance rrvolvcs around the spalid v;lrintion of
Ihc lcvcl of puhhc good provtsiun. flowcvcr. spaliul aspects of Iucal public goods arc seldom
cnplicilly consided:
rather. somcwh;~l in the spirit of inlsrnalu~nal
trafc, the basic spatial
structure
is t:lhcn as rxugenously
given in the form of a SCI of polilical
entities with
predetermined houndarics. A few authors. such as I’olinsky
ad
Shavrll
(1976). Kanrmolo
( IYXO), lfrueckncr ( lY7Y). onJ tfochman ( IYXL. b). have am~lyrrd the implicarions
of spalid
vclri;lllon in public scrvxc pro&on
within ;In urban area. With few c.xcrplions [e.g. tlo,chm;m
(IYXZh)]. most studies
in this van ;Isbume th;ll public services are dislribulcd
smoolhly over
space. rather th;ln hang provided ;II just one or a Tcw discrrlr
cnlitics in the urban area; the
I;lltcr approach. however. is more n;llur;d
II one
is intcrrsM
in public facility localion.
Murcovcr.
lhls lilcmlurs
doss non consider the impact of public bcili~y localion un Ihc
inrcrdepcndcnt h~c;l[ion;d choices of lirms and households, restricting al!cnlion insbxd IO the
CITXI cd public service provision
on spatial slruclurc in Ihc residcnlial seaor of an urban arca.
f,‘or further rdcrenccs IO this lilcrllurc.
see Wildasin (19X6. IYX7). Hansen EI al. (19X3) and
RcVrlls
(IYX7) survey a numhcr of studies dealing explicitly with planning and policy issues
;Isslxi:ltcd wtlh public facility lowlion.
f’rivatc sector locarional decisions are gcnrrally taken 3s
rxogcnous in this litcrxlurr.
however. whereas Ihe cndogcneity of such behavior is essential for
Ihc issues Ihal WC wish IO invcstigarc.

the public facility, they result in spatial asymmetries
impact on the locational interactions
Section

7 of the paper describes the basic framework

introducing
nation

that have a significant

between firms.

the notation

of equilibrium.

and discussing
In

section

existence and characterization
that the qualitative

properties

somewhat

3 we present

for

informally
the main

of spatial equilibrium

the analysis,
the determi-

results

on the

in the model. We show

of the spatial equilibrium

depend on several

parameters of the model: the level of transportation
costs (relative to
income). the cost of travel to and from the public facility relative to the cost
of travel to private firms, and whether or not the public facility is located far
from or close to any natural boundary of the urban area. There is definitely
a tendency for the public facility

to draw the private firms

together. at least

by comparison with the Fujita-Thissc
case where there is no public facility.
However, the spatial equilibrium is by no means necessarily fully agplomerated in the presence of a public facility.

We show. in fact. that a range of

outcomes is possible. Depending on the values of critical parameters, the
tirms might locate at extreme ends of the urban area, they might locate
togcthcr, or they might choose intermediate

locations.

Thcrc arc many politics that could aflcct the basic paramctcrs of the
model. Of course. the location of the public facility itself is a basic policy
decision. Furthcrmorc.
transportation
costs dcpcnd heavily on a host of
public politics. including invcstmcnt in transportation
infrastructure,
pricing
and politics affcctinp the price of’ fuels. The analysis
of public transportation.
of section 3 shows that those paramctcrs affect the nature of the equilibrium
spatial structure for the region. Section 4 builds on this analysis to cxplorc
the wclfarc implications of chnngcs in transportation
costs and public facility
location. Thcrc arc three groups of agents who may bc affcctcd by such
parametric changes: consumrrs, fhc owners of firms, and the owners of land.
In gcncral, [hc wclfurc of all three groups dcpcnds on the equilibrium
contiguration

of the urban arca. WC lint1 that changes in transportation

and public facility

location

often cannot be Pareto-ranked,

spatial
costs

and WC identify

fhc gainers and losers. WC show that the magnitude and somctimcs cvcn the
direction of the wolfarc cficct of a parametric change on a particular group
may depend on the precise nature of the spatial equilibrium, thus highlighting the importance of spatial considerations
for policy evaluation. One
interesting result that cmcrgcs from the analysis is that a reduction in per
unit transportation
costs, even if it could bc obtained at zero resource cost,
could reduce aggregate real income. This is because it changes the cquilibrium spatial structure and hence the pattern of travel in the metropolitan
arca. Ry the same token, a transportation
toll could be introduced which, in
addition to raising rcvcnuc for the public sector, would induce a change in
equilibrium spatial structure that would also raise private sector aggrcgatc
real income. Results of this type show that policy analysis is highly sensitive

J.-F.

to the underlying

Thisse ad
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equilibrium

model

models that assume that locations
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choice. In

particular.

to such policies can give

quite misleading results.
Section 5 concludes the main discussion with some summary remarks and
a discussion of some of the many ways that our analysis might be extended.
An appendix contains the proofs of most of the main results of the paper.

2. The model
As indicated above. the model that will be studied here is similar to that
found in Fujita and Thisse (1986) in a number of respects, differing most
importantly
follows.
First.

by the inclusion

there is a continuum

of a public

facility.

The

of identical households

basic set-up is as

who must locate in a

given region; the size of the total population is given and equal to N. The
region. represented by a bounded interval [O.i]. consists of land of homogeneous quality (except for the presence of public and private facilities at
some points, as dctcrmined below). We identify locations within it with
points in the interval [O,r].
Households consume three different

types of goods. Thcrc

good, sold at a given, fined price (which is taken as numtirairc),

is a private
land. and a

public good or scrvicc.’ The private good is considered as essential in that
the marginal utility of this good tends to infinity when its consumption goes
to zero. The

dcmantl

for land is pcrfcctly

inelastic

~- ix.

each household

consumes a fixed amount of land, the same for all households. Without loss
of gcncrality. assume that this demand is such that an interval of the region
of Icngth zs/
can accommodate the proportion r/N households. We shall
assume that N </. so that not all land in the region will be occupied residential

demand will

fall short

of the available supply.

In this

USC

WC

suppose that the land is allocated to some alternative use. such as agriculturc. at which it cams a fixed rent /J. WC refer to the portion of the region
that is occupied as the ‘urban area’.
Households benefit from the provision of a public good or service in the
urban area. WC shall assume that households must travel to the place where
the public good is provided in order to obtain this benefit. We make the
simplest

possible

exactly one trip

assumption

in

to the facility

this

regard: each household

(per unit

of time).

In order

must

make

to focus the

‘The assumption of 3 common. gtvcn price is not innocuous since the same ph~kd
~MXIS LIP
dilkrcnf localions arc dillcrcnl economic gods which could possibly have difkrcnt prices. This
implies Ihat prices itrc chosen by romc mechanism Id oufsidc of the model. Clearly. it would lx
prcfcr;thlc IO dcd d~rcc~ly with price compclilion.
hut mod&
of spatial compcrltion arc oftrn
plqd
by non-rxiskncc
of an equilibrium
in pure strakgies. Thcrc could he some hope,
however, of solving Ihi\ prohlcm II goods were dilTcrcnti;lhxi and consumars wcrc heterogeneous
m Iaslcs [WC Anderson cl AI. ( IW2)J.

discussion

on locational

issues. it is assumed that the level of service has

already been determined. and so may be ignored for the purposes of our
analysis. As examples of the type of facility that we have in mind. one might
consider
ports.

public schools,

or airports),

transportation

libraries,

nodes (such as train

parks or other recreational

stations.

facilities,

sea-

hospitals,

municipal government centers. etc. Each household incurs a travel cost in
going to the public facility equal to a positive constant t, times the distance
between the household’s

residence and the location of the facility. (If desired,

t, could be interpreted as the cost of brin_eing the service to the household.
with increasing cost as a function of distance indicating deterioration of the
level or quality

of the service. Under

this

interpretation.

the model could

describe facilities such as police and lire stations or hospitals with emergency
facilities. with the transportation
cost t, representing, for example, the
deterioration

of response time as the distance to the household being served

increases.) The location of the public facility in the interval [O./l is denoted
y. For simplicity. it is assumed that the amount of land required by the
facility itself is suflicicntly small that it can be ignored.
Households obtain the numtirairc consumption good (or just ‘consumption
good’) from one of two firms

locatcd in the urban area. In this respect the

model k~llows Fujita and Thissc (1986). Each household must travel to one
of the firms (per unit of time). incurring a cost in doing so equal to a positive
constant

I,

times

the distance bctwccn the household’s

rcsidencc and the

ftrm.” A household’s consumption of this good will bc equal to its income,
exogcnously given ;IY Y”, the same for all households, minus transportation
costs and land rents. Travel for the purpose of purchasing the consumption
good is assun~cd to he indcpcndent of travel to the public facility. so that
thcrc

is

no question

of combining

travel

into

multi-purpose

trips.

if

a

household is located at some point <E [(I./]. if it travels to firm i located at
point S,E [O./l to buy the consumption good, and if the land rent at its
location < is K(t),

then its purchases of the consumption

good will be given

by

z(C)= Y,-r,ls’-.\-,I-f,lss-.r’l-R(S).
Since the demand for land is perfectly inelastic, and since the level of
public service provision is being treated as a constant, the only variable on
which a household’s utility dcpcnds is its consumption of the numltrairc
commodity. Thus. household behavior can be described simply in terms of
maximizing z. An immcdiatc implication is that households will buy the
consumption

good from the ncarcr firm.

If the two firms arc equidistant

‘This cost drpcnds only upon dis~;mce; in particular
consumption
good purchased from Ihe firm
[SW
assumption].

(for

it does non depend on the quantity of the
Suhl
(1987) for a discussion
of this

J.-F.

example,

when

Thlsse and D. E. Wildusin.

they

are

located

at
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same point).
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we assume

that

households choose randomly between them. and that each firm will obtain a
one-half share of all such customers.
The

two

numkraire

firms

output

in

this

model

are

profit-maximizers.

Each

sells

the

to households and incurs constant and identical marginal

costs of production. Without
loss of generality, we can assume that this
marginal cost is zero. Each firm must choose a location in the urban area.
and. as just described. it will then serve all of those households for whom it
is the closer supplier plus one-half of those households for whom it and the
other firm are equally distant. The firms are assumed to require negligible
amounts of land for their establishments. They
than the households living in the urban area.

are owned by agents other

Land itself is owned by rent-maximizing absentee landlords who rent their
Landowners
arc assumed
to behave
land to the highest
bidder.
competitively.’
An equilibrium in this model is the outcome of two stages or levels of
private sector decision-making. conditional on the location of the public
facility. In the first stage, the two firms choose their locations. In the second
stapc, households

choose locations,

bidding

for

land and determining

equilibrium land rent profile.
It should bc cmphasizcd that the public facility plays ;I very diffcrcnt
in the mod4

from

the private

firms.

cvcn though

households

an
role

fact similar

rcquircmcnts for travel to both. The crucial distinction between them is that
the locations of the privalc lirms arc dotcrmincd by indcpcndcnt profitmaximizing behavior. whcrcas this is not true of the public facility. While
profit

maximization

is a reasonable decision rule for private sector dccision-

makers. the same is not true for the location of public facilities. Thcrcforc. WC
the
treat the public facility location as parametrically fixed throughout
analysis, whcrcas the locations of private firms arc driven by profit maximization and arc cndogcnously dctermincd. Furthcrmorc,
the scqucntial structurc that wc have assumed is very appropriate for many public facilities. The
locations of many important public facilities arc fixed for long periods of
time. Thcrc is therefore much interest in examining the equilibrium private
sector rcsponsc to long-term public facility
enables us to undertake this type of analysis.

locational

choices. Our

model

To dc:linc an equilibrium precisely, it is helpful to describe both of these
stages of decision-making in detail, working from the second stage back to
the first. Thus, when considering household behavior, WC take the location of
the public facility J, and the locations (,Y~..K~) of the two firms as already
dctcrmincd. A household at any given location will buy the consumption
‘The ;tssumplion of ;~hscn~zc lundlords. like the assumption of abscr~rcc owners of the lirms. is
made in or&r IO avoid the technical complic:ltions that xisc as rcnls and prolits. by dfccting
incomes. feed back into the drlormination
of consumer demands.

J.-F.
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good from the nearer firm. as noted above. For
prices in urban area. households
highest level of utility,

location

any given structure

will prefer those locations

of land

that provide the

i.e. those at which z as given by (1) is maximized.

In

equilibrium.
therefore. the usual spatial arbitrage argument implies all
locations that are occupied by households must have rents that allow a
common level of utility to be achieved - i.e. in equilibrium, z must be the
same for all households. This implies that the equilibrium land rent structure
must

mirror

the structure

of transportation

costs -

where transportation

costs are low. more intense competition
and conversely

where transportation

for land will drive up land prices.
costs are high. All occupied locations

must have transportation
costs no higher than all unoccupied locations.
To state these equilibrium conditions more precisely, define

this is the transportation

cost incurred by a household located at 5 given the

location of the firms and the public facility. The last three arguments may be
suppressed when thcrc is no ambiguity. Note that t(i) is piecewise linear in <
and continuous.

Dcfinc

whcrs I’ dcnotcs Lchcsguc mcasurc; thus M(f) is the mcasurc (‘Icngth’) of all
those locations in the region that have transportation costs no grcatcr than 1.
It is obvious

that M(r)

that ,V has a maximum

is monotonically

increasing in r, that M(O)=O.

and

of / that is attained at some value of r,,,,, s(f,+f,,)/,

that is, no location can entail a transportation
cost higher than the cost of
traveling the entire Icngth of the urban area both to a firm and to the public
facility. Finally,

dcfinc the critical value l* such that

f*=inf(r:M(f)>=N].
Thus, the set of points with transportation
costs less than or equal to f* is
large enough to accommodate the whole population; for any smaller value of
f. this is not the case.
To illustrate, consider fig. I. It is assumed that the public facility is locarcd
at the ccntcr of the region (so that ~=//2) and that the firms arc positioned
at some .r,<y<s,
such that (~-x,l<N/2
for both i, with y-x,
<.x2-JJ.
Fig. 1 assumes that t,.> 1,. Total transportation
costs at each point in the
urban arca arc shown by the pisccwisc-linear curve f(t). A household located
at any location 512 [0.(x, +s2)/2J
(rcsp. in ((s, +.r,)/2,P])
will minimize
transport costs by buying from firm 1 (resp. firm 2). At locations outside the

J.-F.
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interval
C-Y,. x2 J. movements
away from the center cause transportation
costs
to rise at the rate t,+ t,. Because the cost of travel to the public facility is
assumed

to exceed

interval

[.K,._v]

the cost

of travel

as < increases:

to the

t’( <) = -(t,

firms.

t(i)

- t,) < 0. Similarly.

private

in

in

falls
the

+.uz) ,2.x2].

(0,

t(t)
rises as < increases:
r’(i) = t,-_t,>O.
Finally.
(.I:(.\:, +x2), 21. households
buy from firm 1 and r’(<) = t,+c,.

interval

the t(S) function
(=
- .1’.
For

takes

any arbitrary

on an overall

kinked-U

shape

of t. say r”. we can find

value

with

a pair

the

interval

in the
Thus.

a minimum
of points

at

(<y.<?)

such that .Il(t) = <:--<y.
The figure illustrates
the case where
,V < 5: -ii.
Thus. there must be some lower value of t. say r*, such that Xl(r*)=,V
and
that determines the interval [<:,tr].
Th cs. critical
locations
determine
the
equilibrium

boundaries

and agricultural

of the urban

areas. All

households

will live within these boundaries because to live further away would entail
incurring
higher transportation
costs nith no lower land rents than can be
obtained

at the boundarics.

land rent profile.
agricultural
rent
exactly

The lower

panel

of fig. I shows

the equilibrium

At the boundarics
of the urban area. land rent drops to the
I’. At locations
closer to x. land rents rise. rcflcctinp (and

negating)

the

transportation

cost

saving

that

households

at those

locations
enjoy. Total land rents in txccss of the agricultural
rent arc given
by the arca under the K(5) curve and bctwccn the two boundary
points <:
and <r. Total
hctwccn
l;ig.

2 illustralcs

bchavctl

cast.

suppose

that

Any

firm

a

3 is

niorc

distant

firm

2 and

equal

to f( Y!), again

in

of

that

from

this

area,

in

bccausc

firm

the

that

over

I, I(.x(?))>I(.\.:)).
[y, .Z]

of

firm

buying

from

I* = r(.u’,‘), and

.\I([*)

arise

minimize

in

a loss

transport

this

wcll-

to the right

rises
I

is

by
firm

buying

a transport

located just
firm

Since

household

bear

I, but r(i)

cost

interval.

Any

will

1~= t,. ~louscholds

cost

can

y=P/2.
f lowcvcr,
Ict us now
such that x; -_v > J - _s:)> N.

will

interval

to buy from

the

the t(5) curve

cost
of J

at the rate I, + I,

equal

to

[(.Y!)

at

+sz),!l.

In this
locate

cnamplc,

outside

customers).
whole

clearly

of

The

the interval

interval

[s’~,~]

(and

hence

interval

[.u’,).y]

is larger

than

ncccssary

and.

costs.

equilibrium

since

arc just
land

cost
equal
rent

all

the assignment

is indetcrminatc:.

transportation

locations

> N. Thus,

the

population

transportation
which

<E [.v’~.J]

J than

Iocatctl

until

complcxitics

assunicd that
x, =s:). .s2 =.\-:

I r = f,., t(<) is constant

find it cost-minimi/.ing

<=(s-,

the

location

I; since

by the arca under

and <r.

is again

and

at

from
will

it

!,=I,.

from

5:

sonic

t lcrc.

household

buying

costs arc pivcn

transportation

the bounilarics

Since

locations
there

is minimized,

to the rcscrvation
gradient

(not

in

the

of households

no households

lirm

2

agricultural

illustrated)

have

to accommodate

interval

have

to particular

is an cxccss supply
equilibrium

will

land
rent

is perfectly

will
no
the

identical

locations

in

of locations

at

rents

at occupied

I’. In this

case the

flat,

R(S)

with

=/I

I.-f.

t

x”+N
1

X0

0

1
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for all 5. As WC shall SW. howcvcr. situations
equilibrium

such as this will

not arise in

bccausc firms will have inccntivcs not to choose locations in the

manner shown thcrc.
In any cvcnt. thcrc will

necessarily bc some horder

hctwccn urban and

agricultural land use. rcgardlcss of the prccisc locations of the firms. At such
a border, the equilibrium land rent will bc equal to I’, and it will rise to
at the location that minimizes transportation
costs. Quite generally,
p+t*
then,

R(<)=p+P--t(i).
Now dctins Y=
of consumption

-*3

V~E[O.P]
y,--p

such that

r(;)$;*.

(2)

and note from (I) and (3) that the equilibrium

of the numkairc

level

good will b$

y-t*

the same for all households.

(3)
It is apparent from (2). and important

analysis, to note that z* depends on the locations

of the firms,

and on the location of the public facility. In particular,
on xi if an increase in xi raises the maximum

s,

for the
and x2,

z* depends negatively

transportation

cost f* incurred

by households, and conversely if it lowers I*.
So far WC have discussed

JPE.

D

the household

locational

equilibrium

that

is

achieved conditional

on

the

location

of

the

public

facility

and on

the

locational choices of the firms. How do the firms decide where to locate?
A fundamental assumption is that the firms achieve a Nash equilibrium in
locations. and that they take into account the effect of their locational
choices on the equilibrium location pattern of households. The
makes the model suitable for depicting the long-run equilibrium
firms. where no adjustments
correctly anticipated.’

assumption
of the two

to their decisions will occur that have not been

Consider. then. firm i’s choice of its location. xi. taking the location of the
other firm. si. as given. A necessary condition for profit-maximizing
location
is that a small change in location cannot raise profits - or. equivalently,
revenues. given the assumption of zero marginal production cost. As shown
above, all households consume the same amount Z* of the numkraire good in
equilibrium.

Hence. a firm’s

revenue will

equal Z*

times

the number

of

households that buy from it. For firm i. the number of consumers that it sells
to is pivcn by

S,=p(;<E[()./]
+ i,(( [<E[O./]

such that
sllCll

The value S, mcasurcs the six

that

and

f(<)if*
f(;)g,*

and

(5-.\-,)<(5-s,/.i#i))

Is-zil=Isr-.\-,I,i#il).

of firm i’s n~clrkc*tw~~~~,that is, the six

set of households scrvcd by the firm. Thus,

of the

the total rcvcnuc of lirm i is given

bY

which is simply
In fig. I, S, is the six of the interval [ <,.(.x1 +sJ/Z],
[(y, + V,)/‘J.
<, in this cast. This cx;~mplc illustrates a common occurrence.
namely the division of the customers bctwccn the two firms at the midpoint
of the: scgrncnt tlcfinctl by their rcspcctivc locations.
k7rm i’s objcctivc is to maximize

Q, by the choice of x,, anticipating

firm

is

choice xj and taking _Vas _eiven. By the definitions

that both of these determinants

of Z* and Si. it is clear

of Q, may depend on .K~. The effect of .Y, on

.-* is referred to as the consumption ~tfect, and the effect of xi on Si is referred
to as the mdrr
area
effect.6 These effects must work in opposite directions
at the revenue-maximizing
location for the firm.
The key question. then. is how firms make their locational choices. taking
the consumption and market areas effects into account. Conditional on the
location of the public facility. does there exist a Nash equilibrium
in firm
locations? The task of the next section of the paper is to determine the
conditions

under

which

such

equilibria

exist.

and to characterize

their

qualitative features.

3. Equilibrium
We

turn

urban structure

now

preliminary

to a detailed analysis

of firm

locational

choice. As

a

remark. we note that while it is conceivable that the firms would

locate in such a way that their market arcas do not touch or overlap, it is
not pro~t-ni;lximizinp
for them to do so.’ By contrast. in Fujita and Thissc
(198h), firms may space thcmsclvcs in the region in such a way that each
scrvcs its own disjoint interval on the line. This dots not happen in the
prcscnt context bccausc of the prcscncc of the public facility. and the
dosirahility
IO firms of locating closer to it. other things the same. so as to
rcducc Iransportation
outputs
crrltliliotrctl

and to

ditmwsion

1vcl.U (I trtinittrd

To

lo

market
the

itrcwrlir~c~/itr

analyze further

informally

costs for custonicrs

cxp:lnd

how this

pr0ws.s

bc able to sell

f/rc~phlic

04‘ inlcv-trclion

fc,~.~lottrc,rririctn

the locational
might

and thus

area. Thus.
in I/w

equilibrium

/itcilir

hc1wcw
trrhtrn

of

dcpcnd on the location

jirttls

higher

1’ pror-it/c5

ttn

ctntl

~~ic4tl.s til

firms,

consider

urclt.
the

two

of the public

facility.

Intuitively,
if the public facility is located at the ccntcr of the region (~=//7),
one would expect the firms to locate symmetrically
about (or perhaps at)
that point. On the other hand, the facility might be loca~cd at one extreme
end of the region (c.g. y=/). This might bc the cast, for cxamplc, if the city is
located on a body of water, and the public facility is a port (or, perhaps, a
railroad

terminus

situated at the waterfront,

etc.). II is obvious then that the

firms must both locate on the same side of (or perhaps at the same point
as) the public facility. One should cxpcct, therefore, that the qualitative
nature of the spatial equilibrium
may depend on the location of the public
two

facility. Accordingly,

the results

that follow arc conditional

on the value of y.

“These terms are dclincd cxac~ly as in Fujua and Thissc (1986).Indcd. the analysis ol that
paper would apply IO the model prescn~rd hcrr if we wc’r~’ IO warnTIc that r,=O and that
wmsportation
ctwr IO the private lirms are lump-sum.
‘Dslails of the xgumcnls appear in Ttusw and Wildasin (1990).
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They also depend on the nature of transportation
the relative sizes of t, and t,.
It

will

equilibrium

be

convenient

outcomes

to

introduce

some

costs. and in particular
terms

that can arise in our model.

to

describe

on

various

If it should happen that

the two firms locate together, and at the same location as the public facility.
we shall say that the equilibrium isjiiully agglomerated. If the two firms locate
together. but at a location
the equilibrium is partiall_y

different from the public facility. we shall say that
agglonrrrated.
If the two firms locate at opposite

ends of the urban area, so that all households (ana the public facility) are
located between them. the equilibrium
is Jirll_~ disprrsed.
and finally if the
firms are located apart from each other (and from the public facility). but if
they are at locations in the interior of the urban area, we say that the
equilibrium
Our

is pclrtidl_v

cfispcrsd.

first result concerns

the case where

the public

facility

is near the

center of the region and where travel to the public facility is at least as costly
as travel to the private firms:

x:=y-

ry=,p+
.

ProoJ:

Sw

N

s; = \’ + N.

,.

Y
I*

2’

-

(t,+IJ*
t,t,

N
2

’

XT =!’

-

Y+Ux+1J2 N.
IL

t,t,

2

’

the appendix.

This result shows that there arc several possible equilibrium configurations
of lirms in the model, ranging from the case where they arc situated at
cxtrcmc opposite ends of the market. on the fringe of the urban area. to the
case where they cluster together with the public facility at the very center of

J.-F. Thsse and D.E. Wildasin,

the urban area. The statement
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of the results makes clear that which of these

outcomes occurs depends critically

on the relationship

between income and

transportation
costs. In particular, there is a tendency for firms to move
closer together as income rises to transportation costs. In any case, however.
the equilibrium will be symmetric. We return to these matters of interpretation later on in the paper.
Consider now the case where t,<t,.
still assuming that the public facility
is located away from the boundaries of the region. We have:
Theorem 2. Suppose
erists an equilibrium
condilion

that _VE[N/2,/
-(N/I)]
and
if onci only if‘ (t,+ t,)‘/t,-(1,
liwn

is stitisfied.

(a) $ (1, + t,)2/t, -(lx
pmtidly

dispersed

that 1, < 1,. Then there
+ 1,),‘2 s 2 Y/N. If this

in

+ 1,)/2 s 2 Y/N < (1, + 1$/r,.
then rhe firms
will
a symmetric
equilihrium
about y; this equilibrium

be
is

churuc~lcrized b)

(b) iJ’ (I, + t,)‘/t,

5 2 Y/N.

the firms

will

he in (I Jirlly

u&omcruted

eyuili-

hrium. i.e.

Proc$

The proof is similar to that for Theorem

Dctails can bc found in Thissc and Wildasin

I and is omitted for brevity.

(1990).

We now examine what happens when the public facility is located ncarcr
to the extrcmitics of the region. The next result refers. for concreteness, to the
case whcrc y is close to f. The results are essentially identical in the case
whcrc the facility is near 0. and this case is thcrcforc not discussed explicitly.
We have the following result describing the equilibrium:
Theorem

3.

Suppose

thut

y> G -( N/2).

Then

there

exists

un equilibrium

i/’

trnd only if’ 3, + 21,(y - [r - N])fN 5 2 Y/N. l/’ this condition
is satisjied, then
both Jirms locute together in u purridly
ngglomrruted
equilibrium
ut the point
C-(N/2).
Prooj:

SCC the appendix.

According to Theorem 3, when the public facility is near the edge of the
region, the range of possible equilibria is rcduccd to just one possible type.
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X’

1

Y

Y-3

Fig. 3

When an equilibrium exists, the two firms must be located topcthcr at the
ccntcr of the urban arca - and scparatcd from the public facility.
The implications of our analysis of equilibrium
urban structure bccomc
clear or if WC compare the results of Thcorcms I, _,
3 and 3. First. Thcorcms
and 2 have shown that f11c rdtrricmship
/~c~rrvwr~ irlc.ornc*c~r~tlIrmsportcltion
c‘mfs

is

CJII

importcufl

tlcVcv-mirurrrl

fj’

f/w

~~.~i.sf~wcx~ cud

propcrfics

I

of qrrilihrick

Fig. 3 illustrntcs this relationship by displaying the findings of Thcorcms
in which the public facility
iin d I!. Thcsc thoorcms apply to situations

I
is

confincd to ;I rclativcly central location y E [N/Z!. / -( N/2)].
Let 2 Y/N.
dcnotcd by rl in the diagram, bc mcasurcd on the horizontal axis, while the
vertical axis mcasurcs the location of the Icft-most tirm in the urban arca,
which WC take to bc firm I, rclativc to the location of the public facility y.
Let r., and rr bc given, and consider the nature of thr spatial equilibria
the economy itt dilTcrcnt values of q.

for

First, thcrc are minimum values for 11that must bc met if i\n equilibrium is
to exist at all, and the minimum depends on whether t,sr,,
(the cast of
Theorem I) or whcthcr r.,> I, (the USC of Thcorcm 2). Given that firms arc
choosing profit-maximizing
locations, positive consumption
of the private
good, and hence the cxistsncc of equilibrium. only becomes possible when q
exceeds the critical values spccificd in Theorems I and 2. In the first cast, an
equilibrium
exists if and only if t~~~~,,=r,,. This
is iI basic feasibility
constraint
for a fully-dispcrscd
equilibrium.
Households
located at the
cxtrsmitics of the urban area incur no cost of travel to the private lirms in
such an equilibrium. but must travel all the way to the urban center to have
;1cccss to the public facility. This
ensures that income is suflicicntly

cost is r,(N/2), and the condition q>=tY
high that all households can afford this

J.-F. Thlsse and D.E. Wddasrn. Public

cost

of transportation

and

still

have

faciliry

positive
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hxuion

consumption

of the

private

good. When q is between this level and a higher level ‘I, = [(t,+ c,)‘/t,] -t,,
there is an equilibrium
in which the two lirms are located at the extreme
ends of the urban area. with all households
residing
between them. The
location of firm 1 for values of f~ in this range is indicated by the horizontal
segment of the x,(q)
curve.
By contrast,
in the case where t,>t,,
no
equilibrium
exists for values of q in this range. and so, in particular,
there are
no fully-dispersed
equilibria
when transportation
costs to the public facility
are less than the cost of traveling to the private firms.
As the value qf 9 rises, the equilibria
in the case where t,sty
change from
fully-dispersed

to

partially-dispersed,

with

the equilibrium

locations

of the

firms drawing
closer to the public facility
at y, and to each other, as g
increases. Once q rises to a sufficiently
high level, denoted q2 in the figure,
equilibria
exist not just for the case where r,Ks ts. but for the case where
t,>t,
as well. It is interesting
to note that this critical
value of q is
dctermincd
not by the condition
that households
have adequate resources to
cover their transportation
costs, but by the nature of the game-thcorctic
interaction
bctwcon the firms. For smaller values of ‘I, thcrc
Nash equilibrium
for the firms. Howcvcr,
once q is sufkicntly
exist partially-dispcrscd
relationship
hctwccn

equilibria.
income and

The location
transportation

is simply no
large. thcrc

of firm I dcpcnds on the
costs in exactly the same

way as for the cast f, 5 I,, so the curve .u,(r/), for values of q 2 11~.shows the
location
of firm I rcgardlcss of the rclativc
sizes of tx and t,,. The lint is
hcavicr to the right
As t/ rises still

of r/z to indicate that it rcfcrs thcrc to both casts.
further,
the equilibrium
gradually
moves to a fully-

agglorncratcd
equilibrium;
the equilibrium
bccomcs

once 11 cxcccds the critical
value ?I.,=(l, +f,)‘/f,,
X, =s2 = ~8.as shown by the horizontal
scgmcnt of

the .~,(I/) curve at points to the right of ‘I,.
Iicncc, whatcvcr the rclativc values of I I and I,. US i~~c*o~nc~
incrcuws
to rrmsport
COtfcWJfrtJltd

c0.sl.s. l/w prirwle
(ST

-.v:

srctor

rend.s

is a non-increasing

lo twcomr

function

mow

und

mow

of Y). The urban

rdariw
.spiUiull~

structure

cvolvcs, as Y incrcascs. from a more or less dccentralizcd
pattern
to the
pattern of a monoccntric
city whrrc both public and private activities
arc
agglomerated.
The reason for this change in urban structure can be traced to
the fact that, all other things the same, individual
consumption
of the private
good incrcascs with income [see (3)]. Hence. the market area effect. which
acts to draw the lirms togcthcr, is strengthcncd:
when household
consumption is grcatcr, the capture of additional
customers yields a greater benefit to
firms than when the level of consumption
of each household is smaller. Firms
thercforc
have stronger
inccntivcs
to move to the center of the market in
order to attract a larger clicntcle. When Y is sufficiently
high, the two firms
find it profitable
to locate at the center of the urban area in the same place
as the public facility.

J.-F. Thisse 0ti D.E. Wildusin, Puhk+lity

loa

In addition

to the importance

locnrion

of income and transportation

costs. the

location of the public facility itself can hare a major impact on spatial
equilibria. This can be seen by comparing the results of Theorems 1 and 2
with Theorem
To

3.

make

equilibrium

this
when

comparison.

recall

_vE(/-(N/2),(]

-

the

condition

i.e. that

for

3t,+Zt,(y-

the

existence

of

[C- N])/Nsq=

2Y/N. The critical value of rl for the existence of equilibrium thus depends on
the precise value of y. It ranges over the interval (q’.~“], where
q’ = 3t, + t Y’
corresponding

to y =/ -(N/2),

and

q”= 3r, + 2t )‘*
corresponding

to y = /. Note that

(5)
The difkrcncc in cq. (5) dcpcnds on the size of 1, rclativc to t,. C’onsidcr first
the case whcrc f,jf,.
According to (5). it follows that whcnevcr ,I is
sufficiently high to allow an equilibrium to exist for a value of y>/-(N/2),
an equilibrium

would

also exist

if the public facility

were more centrally

located ( y E [N/2. / -(N/2)]).
1%~ Thcorcms
I and 2. this would be an
agglomcratcd equilibrium, with s, =.Y r=y. On the other hand, the convcrsc
is not true. That

is. for ;I given structure

of transportation

costs, thcrc exist

values of rl for which equilibria exist when yi/-(N/2),
but do not exist
when y>/‘-(N/2).
In particular this is true for all values of rl in the interval
[tlo,q’]. Thus, suppose that WC start with yg;/-(N/2)
in any fully-dispcrscd
or partially-dispersed equilibrium, or cvcn in an agglomcratcd equilibrium if
r/3 srl <q’.

If we consider a sequence of locations for the public facility

that

approach and then exccerl /-(N/2).
there will be a corresponding sequence
of spatial equilibria
up to the point where y=P-(N/2);
however, no
equilibria would exist for vulucs of y greater than this.
In the case where I,< 1,. matters are a bit more complex. It is no longer
the cast that 4’ or ~1”bear any ncccssary relationship to 7, (the critical point
for complete agglomeration when YE [N/2.! -(N/2)]),
or even q2 (the critical
point for existence of equilibria - partially agglomerated ones - when r,<~,
and YE [N/2,/-(N/2)]).
Thus, suppose WC start with a value of J>/-(N/2).
for which an equilibrium exists (say q>tl”). If q~[q~,tl,),
then if the public
facility is moved to points left of /-(N/2),
thcrc will bc a discontinuous shift

J.-F.

from a partially
there

Thlrsr und D. E. W’rldusrn. Puhlrc fuciliry locarion

dispersed

will

again

‘I<‘Iz,
agglomerated equilibrium

equilibrium

to an agglomerated equilibrium.

be a discontinuous
to a situation
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change, but

where no equilibrium

Speaking somewhat loosely, then, if f,gt,.

an equilibrium

now

from

If
an

exists.
is ‘more likely’

to exist when the public facility is not too close to the boundaries of the
region. Specifically. starting with a dispersed equilibrium. and with the public
facility near the center of the region. a displacement of the facility to a
location near the edge of the region would destroy the existence of an
there may exist no equilibrium
if
equilibrium. On the other hand, if [,<I,.
the public facility is too close to the center of the region. whereas a partially
agglomerated equilibrium

can be achieved if the facility is near the boundary.

Alternatively,
transportation
costs and incomes might be such that there
exists a partially dispersed equilibrium
when the public facility is not near
the boundary,

but when the facility

is located close to the boundary

the

equilibrium
becomes partially
apglomeratcd. In most cases. rlrc~c~ is (1
tlisco~rlir~iio~rs chtrtfgc~ in tlrv tltrtwc
fj‘ the* rqfdihriirt~r
of the systm
(IS tlrr
lttctrtiotl 04‘t/w prrhlic. jixility
cro.vs~~s the critictrl
r(J[(ta _V= / - (N,C).

4. Policy

evaluation

of transportation

improvements

and public

facility

location

WC now turn to an analysis of the wclfarc cffccts of chanpcs in the
paramctcrs of the model. corresponding
lo a variety of possible policy
chanpcs. WC have seen that the equilibrium
of the system dcpcnds on
income, transporlation
costs, and the location of the public facility. If thcsc
paramctcrs change. the wclfarc of three groups will in gcncral bc affcctod:
consumers, owners of firms, and landowners.
WC will

use wclfarc indicators

for each group that arc denominated

in

units of the numL:raire commodity. The mcasurcmcnt of wclhrc for the
owners of’ firms and land is straightforward:
WC use the lcvcls of profits and
land rents. For consumers. matters are only slightly more complex. Suppose
that thcrc is an underlying prcfcrcncs structure d&cd
over consumption of
the private good and the public good that is provided by the public facility.
Since the Icvcl of public good is taken as given in our analysis,

utility

will

vary only with private good consumption. Recall that locational arbitrage
results in equal lcvcls of private good consumption, and thus equal utility,
for al1 households. For any household, the change in welfare resulting from
some parametric change in the model can thus be measured by the change in
z*, as defined in (3). Equipped with thcsc wclfarc or real income indicators,
WC can analyze both the incidence or distributional
impact of policy changes
and their cffcct on overall efficiency. The latter is indicated simply by the
aggrcgatc change in real income, obtained by adding up the real income
changes of consumers, lirms,

and landowners.

4.1.

Policies

leuding

to a chunge

in transportution

costs

Many public policies affect the cost of transportation.
Although transportation costs are represented in monetary terms within our model, they should
be interpreted

broadly to include monetary equivalents of the non-pecuniary

costs of transportation.
service jfor

such as travel time, comfort. safety, and frequency of

buses, trams. trains.

or other public transportation).

Given

this

interpretation. one can see that public investments in highway improvements
and improved traffic control result in reduced transportation costs. The same
is true of capacity expansion

or quality

improvements

in public transpor-

tation systems. This
can take many forms, such as adding new lines.
increasing the numbers and maintenance of buses. or improved security on a
subway system. Some tax policies, such as gasoline taxes, can also affect
travel costs. The tax treatment of the energy sector of the economy, and
energy policy in general, also affect transportation

costs. as do highway and

bridge tolls and the pricing of public transportation.
These policies affect welfare through two different

channels.

First,

they

affect welfare by changing transportation
costs. rcprcscntcd in our model by
t hc parameters I ~ and t,. Secondly, they afkct the overall povcrnmcnt budget
through their impact on public expcndituro or rcvenuc. In many casts.
budgetary calculations will be relatively straightforward
- requiring,

the
for

instance. ;I mcasurc of the outlays rcquircd for some transportation
project.
The bcncfits of ;I reduction in transportation
costs arc more diflicult to
assess. howcvcr. A change in per unit transportation
alter

the cost of

;I /i.rcd

pattern

of travel.

The

costs dots

amount

not mcrcly

of travel

itself

is

ct~llogc,,fo[rslpdctsrmincd by the locational decisions of houscholcls and firms.
As travel costs change, the equilibrium spatial structure also changes. and an
accurrtc wclfilrc analysis of transport;ltion
rcsponsc into account.
Formally. this analysis rcquircs
equilibrium

spatial

strusturc.

Our

;I

politics

comparative

must

take

this equilibrium

statics investigation

model contains

two transportation

of the
cost

parameters, fr and I,, cithcr or both of which might change. giving rise to
scvcral cxcs
that would riced to bc studied in a comprehcnsivc treatment.
For brevity, we restrict attention to the simple cast where the costs of
transportation
to the privilk
firms and the public facility arc cqual, i.e.
tr= r,= r.’ Under this simplifying assumption, there is only one transportation cost parameter to consider. For this version of the model. note the
following:
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(a) fully- dispersed
(b) purtially
(c)

fully

if i( Y/N)

dispersed

s f s 2 Y/N;

if i( Y/N)

a.&vnerured

< r < j( Y, N):

if t 6 ;( Y/N).

We can now describe how consumer welfare. profits, land rents, and
aggregate real income change as I varies. recognizing that the nature of the
spatial equilibrium

changes at the critical

values t=i(

the limits of the interval in which the equilibrium
Theorem

4.

Let

(a) The
tnktd

tx = t, = t. and

we&-e

when

t = 0.

lintwl_v

in

linedy

with

t

lrntil

al

Cotisiittier

w&ire

reclching

This
the
cintl

ret1I.s

are

ltrncl

rents

interior
twclptrin~,
0 Jitr

lve

(I

(c) Ag,qrq(i,t~
ltrtrtl

rrtfrs)

ron~qe

decline

[i(

poitrl

itr~etwrl

Jirlly-clispc~r.sc,l!

See
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These results arc illustrated

in tig. 4. Note

that the maximum of land rents

I)( Y/N). the value
occurs at I = 2( ,,/I 5/l 5)( Y/N). which is Icss than I(Jli/l
at which aggrcgatc real income is maximized. Several aspects of this analysis
arc of intcrcst.
First, since the model permits us to do a global analysis of the effects of
changes in transportation costs, we are in an unusually good position to see
some of the limitations of local or marginal analysis. In particular, consumer
wclfarc is not monotonic in f. While it seems reasonable enough that
consumer wclfarc and profits arc maximized when t =O. it is more surprising
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to find that these welfare measures reach a local minimum as r rises. and that
they are then incrvosing in t as the equilibrium becomes more and more
dispersed. Once a fully-dispersed equilibrium
is attained, they reach a local
maximum and then fall. Land rents are better behaved. in that they rise
monotonically with transportation
costs and then fall monotonically.
However, the non-monotonic behavior of consumer welfare and profits dominates
land rents quantitatively,
so that aggregate real income is also nonmonotonic in r. This means, of course. that chunges in transportation
costs
thrt
yield sndf
imprownents
- from the viewpoint of consumers. firms, or
aggregate welfare - mcrv actually
nlwe
the system farther
from
(I ghbui
optimum.

Related to the above point is the fact that the qualitative

welfare impact of

a change in transportation
costs can be quite different in different equilibrium regimes. For consumers and firms. a small increase in transportation
costs is harmful if the system is in either a fully agglomerated or a fully
dispersed equilibrium;
if the equilibrium
is partially dispersed, however, an
increase
in trcmsportation
costs is n~uljirre-improrin~~.
Thus, quite aside from
their

direct

budgetary costs, ‘improvements

in the transportation

system

may be undesirable. Even though (or bccausc) they lower the cost per unit
distance travcllcd. they may gcncratc nc*gcJfircaggregate bcnclits. If it seems
paradoxical that firms or consumers could gain from increases in transportation costs. recall that changes in these costs do not simply

make it more

costly to carry out a given pattern of travel. Chanpcs in transportation costs
also change the equilibrium
location of the firms. and thus the structure of
the spatial equilibrium
itself. This changes the pattern of travel, and it also
affects a third

group, the owners of land. Thus,

one cannot expect a priori

that an increase in transportation
costs will have a negative impact on any
particular group or even on aggregate real income. The results described in
Theorem 4 take all of thcsc equilibrium adjustments into account.
This is one obvious and important way in which our model leads to
conclusions

quite different

from

those found in standard

monocentric

city

models. In those models, it is conventional simply to ~JSSUI~IC’ that all business
activity occurs at the city center, and that all households must commute to
the CBD. When this is assumed, travel patterns are essentially fixed, so that
any reductions in unit travel costs arc bound to be welfare-improving.
Indeed. our model replicates this finding when transportation
costs arc
sufficiently low. The Corollary
to Theorem
I shows that the equilibrium
spatial structure
is fully agglomerated for low values of t. The fullyagglomcratcd equilibria of our model are like a monocentric city model, and
as part (c) of Thcorcm 4 shows. transportation
improvements always have
positive (gross) bcncfits in such equilibria. However, monocentricity is just a
possible cqdihriurn
fcaturc of our model, not an a priori rcquircmcnt, and
for some parameter values the model gcneratcs partially dispersed rather

than

fully-agglomerated

‘improvements’

equilibria.

is quite

different

The
in this

welfare

analysis

case. Here.

of transportation

a small

reduction

in

transportation
costs reduces the dispersion of the firms in the urban area.
This implies that the total amount of travel undertaken by households must
increase. Despite the reduction in per unit transportation
costs, the extra
quantity of travel can actually make households worse off. Note that a
finding of this type can only occur in a model which does not impose a
priori restrictions on the location of firms.
Note also that the presence of the public facility in the present model plays
a crucial role in the analysis of changes in transportation
costs. even though
the location of the public facility is held fixed in this analysis. To see this
clearly. consider what happens when t changes in a model without such a
facility - that is. when the model reduces to the case analyzed in Fujita and
Thisse (1986). In that case, provided that the amount of land in the region is
sufliciently large. the market areas of the two firms are disjoint. As t changes,
therefore, the spatial equilibrium
households

nor the firms

tation costs. Thus,

of the model does not chanpc: neither the

chanpc locations

in the bee of higher transpor-

with a fixed location pattern and a fixed volume of travel.

a reduction in r must simply lower aggregate transportation
costs and land
rents while raising consumer wclfarc and profits. Aggregate real income is
monotonically falling in 1. By contrast. when a public facility is prcscnt. the
nature of the equilibrium spatial structure is very diffcrcnt. The firms’ market
arcas always touch. and the firms’ locations can change with chungcs in 1.
The

foregoing discussion

has shown

that this can have major conscqucnccs

for wclfarc analysis and policy evaluation.

Thus,

cvcn when the location of

the public facility is held lixcd, the mcrc prcscncc of the facility changes the
analysis of transportation
improvcmcnts in qUitlilaliV0ly important ways.
WC conclude this discussion by recalling that a pcrcnnial question in the
litcraturc on bcncfit cost analysis of transportation
improvcmcnts is whcthcr
changes in land rents arc :I good indicator of the overall benefits of the
project, whcthcr

including

land rents along with

other

direct measures of

bcncfits results in double-counting. etc.” In the prcssnt model. several points
arc clear. First, aggregate real income is maximized when c=O, and it is
diminishing in I for values close to 0. The same is true of consumer wcke
at I =O, and they arc
and profits. By contrast, land rents are tr~it~itt~ixtl
in r for values close to 0. Thus,
\V/WIIey~rilihric~
me
/id/)
incrcc~sitig
~ls~~lotttertrfPt1.
qqy-qqurc

rd

ch,qc3
ittcorttr

it1
jrottl

llttltl

rctl1.s

m-c

~rcmspor~c~~ion

itfwrsc~lp

rdtrfd

ittqmxettwt~r.s,

to

f/w

chan~~g’r

it1

or to the gains to

consumers and firms.
“Mohriny (1961) provider an curly ~rra~mcn~ of this issue. See also. for eumple. I’ines and
W&s
(lY76. IYX?) and Wheaton (1977). Addiliod
rckrcnccc to the rclalcd lileralurc on air
pollurion and propcrry ulucs antI hencfit capiblliration
for local public goods can be found in
Wildasln (I‘M. lYH7).
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will

at t=2,/%/15,

at a higher

value

be partially
while

aggre-

of t=2J/ii/ll.

In

this range of r values, it happens at least sometimes that rents and aggregate
real income move together with respect to t. But they need not. and. at least
in this particular
lower than would

Let us now

model. land rent maximization
be optimal from the viewpoint

analyze

the effect of a change

leads to a level of t that
of aggregate welfare.

in y on consumer

profits when the public facility is located near to the boundary
(i.e. y~(/-(N/2),(]).‘o
As shown in the proof of Theorem 3,

and

of the region

Y--1(/-N)

.-*=

=
so

welfare

is

y_l.([f_

r]-[I-N,)-i,(Y-[f--N]).

that
(‘_*
=

C’)
Thus,

--I,.

if y incrcascs

by some

discrcto

amount.

wclfarc and prolits both fall by the amount
thcsc groups rcachcs a minimum
at y=/.
The change

in land

rants is easily

say from

-N/l:*

calculated

y to y’, consumer

= Nf,(y’-y).

using a simple

Welfare
diagram.

for
The

solid lint in fig. 5 illustrates
the equilibrium
land rent gradient
when the
public facility is Ioca~ed at y; it is labclled R,. It starts at the value 11 at the
urban

boundary

Uctwccn [--(N/2)
the rate [,+l,.

at I-N.

then

rises at rate r,+-f,

up to the point

[-(N/2).

and y, it rises at the rate [,,--I,.
and beyond y it falls at
This pattern
of rents simply
reflects
the structure
of

transportation
costs for households
at different locations. (It is shown
proof of Theorem 3 that urban rents always exceed p at the point /.)
If g now shifts IO y’. it is clear that the rent profile shifts upward

in the
in the

interval
[y,r],
as shown by the broken line labelled R,,.. The area between
the two profiles is the total change in land rents. which is given by
“‘If the facility is nd loc;~tcd ncx rhc cdgc of the region. ;I small change in its IocaCon has no
real cllccts. II simply d~spl;rcrs Ihe enlire equilibrium rkuc~urr of the urban area with no CITCCAS
on consumer wuikwe, profits. or aggrepalc I:md renls. Thus. the discussion here focusrs on thr
more lnleresling ciw whcrc Ihe fxihty
is near Ihc edgr of the region.
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This

is obviously

The

positive.

ctTcct of public

by adding
above

up wclfxc

results,

Land

facility
changes

one finds

rents

arc manimizcd

location
across

on

groups.

F

the first

inccluality

incvmc

to the landowners.
is NA:*,

and

the

of

gain

placcd
and

firms,

lowers
To

on

InJccJ,

-

:!N

2-

from

the

and firms

the loss

to cithcr
unless

movcmcnt

WClfilrC.

summarize:

to

of the

Inndowncrs
facility

that

/--(N/Z)

the household

Thus,

gains

2N

cncccds the gain

”

Iandowncrs.

the

of the

<t-J,

fact

of thcsc

income

is obtained

manipulation

1

either

real

some

income

1

one can see that
the

social

follows

to households

J

)

N
[

in real

)” +

/--

~fr,(_v’-y)

loss

With

J=/.

real

that

2:V,l-_*+(R,~-R,)=f,(!“-~L’)

whcrc

when

aggrcgatc

tnkcn

towards

to

Thus,

those

a boundary

is grcatzr
high

the

income

or the firms

by itself

3 diffcrcntially
rclativc

5~.

in real

alone
than

weight

is

of consumers
of

the

region

and prujts and raises lund rents. It also lowrrs rhu sum of the chtrngrs in real
incomes of customers. ownrrs ofjirms, and owners tu lund.
Note that
transportation

in this case. as in the preceding analysis of changes in
costs. land rent changes do not provide a good indicator of

the ‘social benefits’ of the location of the public facility.

5. Conclusion
Much

of

the

literature

of

public

economics

focuses

on

the lrwl

of

provision of public goods and services. This
is clearly a matter of great
importance. However, many public services also have a spatial dimension.
and when they do. their kwtion

becomes a policy question that also deserves

careful attention. To date. however, there has been little discussion in the
literature of either the positive or the normative economics of public facility
location. Such work as has been done has focused mainly on the case of the
monocentric city, where the spatial structure of private sector economic
activity is often taken as exogenous to the model. The monocentric city
model is very useful, but it does abstract from the complexity of spatial
interactions
by imposing cxogcnous constraints
on location and travel
patterns. The prcscnt paper. by contrast, begins with a model in which
private firms

may but nwd WI locate togcthcr. A monocentric

or agglomcr-

atcd locational equilibrium can somctimcs occur. but other spatial structures
can also occur, depending on the parameters of the model. In the spirit of
llotclling-type
models, our modal captures some of the inhcrcntly strategic
fcaturcs of spatial equilibrium
for campcting lirms. As in the analysis of
and Thissc
(19%).
our mod4 blends clemcnts of pure spatial
I’lljitil
equilibrium
models of the )lotclling
type with traditional urban economics
models by incorporating

endogcnous locational choice by households

com-

pcting for scarce space in a land market. Land rents play a crucial role in
equilibrating the locational choices of households in this modc:l.
We have seen that the prcscncc of a public facility can have quite
important cfkcts on the interactions bctwcon private firms. Dcpcnding on the
parameters of the model (income, transportation
costs, and location of the
public facility),

the public facility

may serve as an agglomeration

point for

private lirms, it may scrvc as the center of a dispersed spatial configuration
for the firms, or it may induce a clustering of the firms in a location different
from that of the public facility itself. Changes in the location of the public
facility change the nature of the strategic spatial interactions between the
firms and can change the qualitative properties of the equilibrium
spatial
structure of the system.
The litcraturc
on bcnc(it-cost analysis has rcpeatcdly shown that the
evaluation of the uclfarc effects of public policy is sensitive to the structure

of the economy in which policy interventions
occur. The present analysis
confirms this general proposition by showing how the effects of changes in
transportation

Costs (for

improvements)
spatial

structure

instance as a result of investment

and public facility
of an urban

in transportation

location depend on and interact with

area. Depending

on the parameters

the

of the

model. the distribution and aggregate value of the gains and losses from such
policy changes may vary widely. For example. consumer welfare is not
monotonic

in transportation

costs. so that policies that lower costs (such as

public investment in transportation
improvements. a reduction in taxes in
gasoline. or subsidies to public transportation)
may cause consumers to gain
or lose. depending on the nature of the initial spatial equilibrium
of the
system. The analysis also shows that land rents may provide a very
inaccurate indication of the aggregate pains from policy changes. It is quite
possible.

for example. for

cause losses to consumers

landowners
and firms.

to gain from

policy changes which

and for the losses to the latter

to be

larger in magnitude than the gains to the former.
In summary. public facility location warrants attention both because the
location of a public facility is an important public policy question in its own
right and bccnuse public f;lcilitics affect urban spatial structure and arc
thcrcforc important for the analysis of other public politics. Explicit considcration

of the cndngcnous locational

choices of private firms

and housc-

holds has Icd to quite difkrcront sorts of results than those that would cmcrge
from a typical nionoccntric city model. Howcvcr. the modal that wc have
used is csrtainly very simple in many rcspccts. so the specific results of the
analysis should he SWII as suggcstivc rather than dcfinitivc. It would certainly
bc of intcrcst IO consider what happens when various simplifying assumptions arc rclaxcd. For cxamplc, difkrcnt
assumptions might bc considcrcd
concerning transportation
costs, the distribution
of income among houscholds. the structure

of consumer prcfcrcnccs, the number of firms, and so on.

Consideration of thcsc questions is beyond the scope of the prcscnt paper.
howcvcr, and wc leave them open for future study.

Appendix
This appendix presents
paper.”

the proofs

of scvcral of the main results

in the

Prooj’ oj‘ 7‘11cor~~t~l
I.
We must show that there exist (s:,xt)
such that SF
maximizes Q,(s,,_Y~) under the stated conditions. and that (.v~,.\-~) have the
propcrtics given in (a), (b). and (c). The first step is to derive expressions for

J.-f. Thisse and D.E. Wikhsin. Puhlicjaciliry
locorion
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the Qi’s. For the purposes of the proof, let P= I. We assume that
begin with; the generalization
to other values of J is straightforward
left to the end.
To understand

the profit-maximization

problems

of the firms.

y=i
to
and is

we proceed

in a series of steps. First. suppose that firm 2 locates at some point in the
interval [i, l +(N:2)].
Conditional
on this, firm I could locate anywhere. but
we shall show later that it will not be profitable
to locate outside of the
interval [:--(X:2),
i]. The most interesting
aspects of the locational
choice of
the firm concern

the tradeoffs

within

this interval.

Suppose, then, that .Y,E[:=(N!Z).~]
denote. respectively.
the minimum

so we focus on those first.

and .~~~[j,i+(N/2)].
and maximum
values

that I( <: s, .x2. J) 5 t*. Then, we have <, Sxl

2:

Let <, and rr
of <E [O. I] such

and <: 2.~~ >=h. From

(2).

-<J-f,(i-51).

R(5,)=Ij+f*-f(i,)=r)+f*-f,~(.\.,

Equilibrium
in the land market
requires
that R(<,)=
R(<z) =p. Also,
iZ - 5, = N since all households
must locate somewhere. These two equations
can be solved

for

(A. 1)

tr =

+.\‘,I +(f, +f,W

r,+f,(s,

(A.2)

3f.t + ‘J

Since f((<,)) =I*.

wc ~:III coniputc

z* from (3):

(A.3)

Firm I has a market arca equal to the interval
[<,,(x,
+s?),!2]; this is true
even if either s, or x2, or both. arc located at :. Ignoring
the question of the
non-negativity

Making

of :* for the moment,

a substitution

from

(A-3)

it follows

and

from

that

(A.l),

Q,

can bc expressed

in

terms of .K,..‘c~. and the parameters of the problem. The derivative

of Q, is

easily calculated:

It is obvious from this expression that ?‘Q,/c’r;
of Q1 subject to i-(K,‘7)5.~,
Si implies that

~0. Therefore.

maximization

I
N
_-_

_1

_7’

I
2’

s; =<

if

I
1
<+
- (‘~‘t!F!f
l
f,f,
.,
It is important

to nolc

N

(t,+t$<‘,‘Y

(A.4)

-~---z N:
t,

othcrwisc,

1’

that this

value

of s,

is dclcrmincd

the precise value of x2. i.c. the profit-maximizing

indcpcndcntly

location for firm

of

I in the

interval
[l -(N/Z). 11. conditional
on firm
Z locating in the interval
[i. i +( N/2)], is dctcrmincd uniquely and indcpcndcntly of the exact locational choice of firm 7. In this rcstrictctl scnsc. the firm’s decision is ;I
dominant strategy. This
analysis considerably.
Consider

now

the

restricted dominant
problem

facing

firm

strategy property
2.

By

assuming that i -(N,!Z) 6.~: 5 i. lhc prowl-m~~ximiziri~
suhjcct to sL E [i. i +( N/Z)] is given by
I
7’

if

simplifies

symmetric
location

the

reasoning,
for firm

2

(f,f1J2<:!Y,
tY

=N’

(A.5)

These choices, too, arc indcpcndcnt of the precise value of I,.
Note the
symmetry with (A.4).
Now, for the values of s, and s, given in (A.4) and (AS) to bc equilibria.
it must be the cast that :*>=O, as has been assumed so far. Substituting
from

(A.4)

and

required

(AS)

into

(A.3).

in the statement

we find

that

of the theorem.

:* 20

if and

(Of course,

only

if f.vs 2 Y/R;, as

it still remains

to show

that .x: and XT are global profit maxima. and not just local.)
Finally. it is necessary to verify that the constraints
x1 E[;-(iV,Z).
f] and
are not binding for the profit-maximization
problems of the
x* E [;. : +(N,G)]
two firms. provided
that the other is located in its interval.
A sketch of the
argument will suffice. Suppose. first. that (t,+t,)‘/c,~2Y
N, and that .$ = 1.
We have shown that x, = f is the profit-maximizing
choice for firm 1 subject

l

to _I-, [h--(N/2),
i]. But a move to points to the left of I--(N/Z)
would not
be profitable
because this entails a negative consumption
effect. a negative
market

area effect, or both.

interval

(i. I] can be ruled

Similarly,

a move

out by symmetry.

by firm

Next.

I to a point

suppose

in the

that t,52Y/N

=<

Cur+~,)‘l~,l-L

and that s$=i+(N/Z).
A move by firm I to the left of
i -(N/Z)
would have negative effects on both consumption
and market areas,
as would a move to the right of XT. Finally, given that sr=J +(N/Z).
Q, is
continuously

differentiable

in the interval

(j, l+(

N/Z)).

Therefore,

SQ,/?x,

is

negative for all x, E( i -( N,?). l+( N/2)), not just in the interval (i -( N/2). l)
as previously
shown. The last case to consider is whcrc [(r.c +t,)‘/f,]
-t, <
2Y/N <(t,+!,)‘/l,.
Hcrc again. howcvcr,
the arpumcnt
is essentially
the
same: for illI thWX_!V;llllCS Of .Y, for which Q, can bc calculated
as above.
which includes
in particular
all points in the interval
(:--(N/2),sf).
the
concavity
of the profit function cnsurcs that the value for s, given in (A.4) is
most prOfiLlblC. For V;lluCS of .X1 less than i -(N/2),
negative consumption
and

market

arca

cflccts

reduce

profits;

and

the same

is true

for

values

of

s, > Y*2.
This complctcs
the proof for the USC I’= :. Noting
that in all casts the
interval from i - (N/2) to i +(N/2) is occupied, it then bccomcs clear that the
location
of the public facility
)’ can bc varied within
the range [N/Z,/(N/2)] without
changing the nature of the equilibrium.
This simply displaces
the cntirc equilibrium
spatial structure in step with y, and only changes the
amount of vacant land on each side of the urban arca.
Q.E.D.
Proo/’ oj’ Thc>orc>nl -9. It will be shown below that the only candidates
for
equilibria
are those such that the urban
area consists of the interval
C/-N,/],
and such that maximum
transportation
costs are incurred at the
left-most boundary.
i.e. I* = I(/ - N) > r(<) for all <E (N - /, r]. Therefore,
we
begin by assuming thcsc conditions
to bc true.
NOW
suppose
that
firm
2 is located
at
some
given
location
x?E(/-N.P-(N/2)];
this implics
s2 <y.
Consider
the profit-maximizing
location
for firm
I conditional
on x2. If xl <x2,
then z*= Y--I*=
YI(/-_)=
is the

Y-r,(x,
-[/-N])-f,,(y-[/-IV]).
interval
[/--N,(.r,
+.uz)/2].

Q, (s,, x2) = z*((x,

The

profit

and the market area of firm I
function
for firm I is then

+ s2)/Z - [/ - N]). and we can compute

CQI
---=
-r..\:,+~(~+3t,[/-.I’]-t,(!.-[C/-‘N])-r,sz).
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c’.Y,

Note

that

One

S’Q,/?.u~

~0

can see from

and that
(A.6)

CZQ2, Ss,

that

and for all x2 E [/ - ic’. F -( Ni’?)].

:I:
~_ > 3[ + ‘[
h’ =

When

(A.7)

- v

I

holds,

>O

for

if and only

!LEL/-ll’])
IV

firm

Cs2 ~0.

?Q ,,‘?s,

all

value

of I,

E [/ - IV,.K? J,

if

(A.7)

.

I would

not

wish

to locate

at any

point

to the left

of x2.
the other

On
market

share.

.x1 =/--(N/2).
it

remains

[r-

Q,
true

N,r2],

if firm

Consitlcr

that

now

Q,

s, f

that

locate

at any

point

necessarily
In

approaches

up

howcvcr,
firm

/-.u,.

then

maximizing

location

for

1 would

If x2 =/-(NC82),

x2

s,.

With

market

In either

over

the

from

If

case,

interval

our

assumption

I will

+x2)/7],
wish

we
of

find

Q,

market

there

of

firm
which

the

right.

maximizing

for

firm

I also

maximizing

for

firm

2 to locate

Thus,

to locate

if

(A.7)

when

holds,

over

the

I.

;irc;i

is

the

therefore

of firm
over

I

the

in

when

profit-

speaking,

I.

inlcrval

intcrvul
(x2./]

N/2

N/7),

Symmctricnlly.
firm

if

intcrvrrl

no

the cnlirc

approaches
x2 =F-(

and
interval

it then jumps

over

in s,

at [-(N/Z).

at /-(N/2)

not

firm

I actu;tlly

Heuristically

to the right’

is continuous
arc;1

dots

market

at / -(N/Z);

s2 </‘-(N/Z).

like to locate ‘just

it is

for

if firm

increasing

monotonically

Icft-open,

I when

fjut

that

is

up discontinuously
is

its

to

that

N/2.

s,

declines

(x2./‘]

right.

of x,.

not

location

if sz </‘--(N/Z).

to exactly

togcthcr.

interval
lirm

intcfval

the

that

z* indcpcndcnt

firm

the

from

.sI

N/2

drops

and

however.
the

of the

s, =x2.

arca. i.e. /-_I(\‘,

Thus,

_x, over

/-[(s,+s,)i’]=(//‘))+(iV/~)-(r,/2),
approaches

to
pivcn

on I,.

range.

in

cxcccds

again
this

since

at s, =.Y~.

rcspcot

half

up when

s 2 is ;I prolit-rn;l~ilnizilig

it then jumps

Since

[/--IV,/].

this

as ;I function

(1 -(IV?),/].
firm

not

1 approxhcs

Q,

discontinuously

howcvcr,

in

that

which

N/1));

but

is diminishing

to s 2. its market share
Putting
the above results

[/ -N./-(

with

it obtains

(~:,y). One can similarly
verify
I to locate in the interval [y?/].

moves

s2 </-(N/Z).

the left (in s,)

by maximizing

for firm

;IS

particular,

x2.

Q, jumps

in the interval

Q,

mean.

on sz

f’Q,,‘(?_x, <O

not pro~t-maxinlizing
that

from

that

( s2, j.1. At such points,

profits

means

to the point

means

is mnximizcd

dcpcnd

I will maximix

fact

this

9, =.Y:.

points

.s* will

which

The

I moves

is continuous

at the point

r(P-rV)=t*,
firm

hand.

If s2 </-(N/3).

I locates

it

is

as
is

x,

profit-

it is profitthcrc.

It

is

also obvious that f(/-IV)>t(Y)

when the firms

locate at /-(N/Z).

Further-

more. given these values of .r, and .x2.

This

is positive if (A.7) is satisfied. Given (A.7). then. .Y, =.Y~=/-(IV/~)

is a

Nash equilibrium.
If (A.7) is not satisfied, then Q, is maximized

at some point to the left of

.yl when x2=/-(N/3).
Consider the locational choice of lirm 2. however,
conditional on .yI </-(N/Z).
By reasoning similar
to that already given
above, Q1 as a function of x2 is discontinuous at the point .Y~=.Y,. Firm 2
would like to locate ‘just to the right’ of firm I. This discontinuity
of the
profit functions at all points other than /-(N/Z)
precludes the existence of
equilibrium for any set of parameter values not satisfying (A.7).
It remains to verify that no equilibrium
(.K:.s~)
is possible such that
f(Y)zf(/--_N).
condition of

Suppose the contrary.
We know that
land market cquilibriurn.
Thus
f(Y) zl(r-

R(/)$ R(/ - N); but since R(c) 2,~
fact that R(/)=p
and r(f)=t(F-N)=
_-*=

Y-r(F)=

R(/-IV)=/’
as ;I
N) means that

for all < in the urban arca, this mans
t*. In turn, this implies that

in

Y-/(/--N).

lr s; = _XZ* then it must

be the

GISC

that .Y:=.\-! =/-(A’/?);

if not, citch

firm would hvc
;III
incentive to move ‘just’ to the right or left of its
competitor in order to capture iI Iargcr market share. That is, the profit
functions have discontinuitics
unless both firms arc lociltcd ilt /-(N/2).

t lowcvcr, .sT =sr

=/-(

N/2) is also not possible in equilibrium,

r(/ - N) > f(I), contrary
Thus,

bccause then

to assumption.

if there is iIn equilibrium,

Ql =:*([(x:
+.X:)/I] -[N
must bc the citsc that

--/I),

it must involve ST #.Y:,

Q2 =:*(f--[(s\-:

+X:)/Z]).

say s: <XT.

For

and

equilibrium,

it

(A.8
However,

,,_*
-=

2s
and

1

(:_*

-I,=-

--

f’.Y

1

J.-F. Thissc und D.E. W’klusin.
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Hence. (A.8) implies that

i.e. the market areas of the two firms are equal. This means that the firms are
symmetrically located in the urban area. equidistant from the market center
at (ST +xg:2

= N/2.

since
t(~’ - N).
firms.
Q.E.D.

Proqf

of T/worm

However,

t(/)<t(/-

4.

The

this

N)

contradicts

for

any

proof consists

the hypothesis

symmetric

that

locations

of explicit calculations

t(f)=
of

the

of z*. total

land rents, denoted TLR.
and aggrcpatc real income. denoted by IV, as
functions of the transportation
cost parameter t. Each equilibrium
regime
must be examined scparatcly.
F~rll~-tr~~lornc~r~~r~,~~
ccprilihrio.
When
npglomcrntcd. In such ;In equilibrium,

t I !( Y/N),
hokcholds

the equilibrium
is fully
nt the boundary of the

urban arc;1 travel the distance N/2 both to go to the private firms and to go
to the public facility. so that

.-*(I)=

Y -rN,

which is maximized at I =O and falls lincnrly
One can verify gcomctrically
equilibrium

to Y/2 at r = i( Y/N).

that total land rents in ;t fully agglomcratcd

arc given by

TLR(r)=;rN’,
which rises from 0 to :N Y as I rises from 0 to :( Y/N). Aggrcgste real income
is given by

This function
t = ;( Y/N).

attains :I maximum

value of 2N Y at f=O,

and falls to jN Y at

Fully-tfispcrsc~d
equilihriu.
If t E [:( Y/N), 2( Y/N)], the equilibrium
will be
fully dispersed. Noting that transportation
costs arc identical at all locations,
total land rents are 0, and the lcvcl of private good consumption is

z*(r)= Y-r

y.

J.-F.

Then

Thisse and D.E. Wildusin,

is decreasing

z*

minimum

in t, with

of 0 at t = 2( Y/N).

Public fclcilir!:
locution

a maximum

Aggregate
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of jY at t = :( Y/N)

and a

real income is just

W(t)=2N?=‘NY-rN2,
which attains a maximum

of fN Y when t = i( Y/N).

Partiall_v-dispersed equifihria. Now suppose that t E [:( Y/N), i( Y/N)]. Substituting for the equilibrium
values of X, and .y2 from Theorem 1, part (b)
into (A.3).

u-*

tN.

=

which is increasing
maximum

in t, achieving

To calculate

total

a minimum

of I,iZ

at t = i( Y/N)

and

a

j( Y/N).

of ;Y at t=

land

rents. note

that

the land

rent gradient

rises at the

2f
over
rate
3(.x, -[:-(N/Z)])

the
interval
[i -(N/Z)..\-,].
reaches
a maximum
of
over the interval from X, to .y2, and then falls at the rate
Total
land
rents
arc therefore
given
by
3r from
.v2 to f +( N/2).
or. using the cxprcssions for X, and .x2
~f(.~,-[~-(N/~)]).(.~~-[~--(N/2)])
given in Thcorcm
l(b).

TLR(f)=(‘Y--3/N).

It follows

that

maximized

TI,R

at I = 2( JI

15,,~‘_‘y2

=gN)‘-

2

is concave in f and dirsct
5/l 5)( Y/N).

-

calculations

At I = :( Y/N),

1,

show

that

TLR = N Y/4, while

it is

TLR =

0 a~ I = j( Y/N).
A~~~qrq~~~c~
t-cd iticorw is
W(r)=2N:*(f)+TLR(r)

=8Ny__

lI~N~_2y2
2

W is concave
[=?(,/I
<NY

in f and

l/l I)( Y/N).
Q.E.D.

I

attains

Finally,

its

maximum

value

W( ;( Y/N)) = :N 1

of 8-ZJI
and

1% 1.37 at
W’(f( Y/N)) =

Heferences
Anderson. S.f’..
difkrcntiation

A. dc I’alm;t and J.-f.‘. Thisse.
(,MIT Press. Cambridge. MA).
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